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Protein nanorings organized by poly(styreneblock-ethylene oxide) self-assembled thin ﬁlms†
Jenny Malmström,*a,b Akshita Wason,c Fergus Roache,a,b N. Amy Yewdall,d
Mazdak Radjainia,e Shanghai Wei,f Michael J. Higgins,g David E. Williams,a,b
Juliet A. Gerrarda,e and Jadranka Travas-Sejdica,b
This study explores the use of block copolymer self-assembly to organize Lsmα, a protein which forms
stable doughnut-shaped heptameric structures. Here, we have explored the idea that 2-D crystalline
arrays of protein ﬁlaments can be prepared by stacking doughnut shaped Lsmα protein into the
poly(ethylene oxide) blocks of a hexagonal microphase-separated polystyrene-b-polyethylene oxide (PSb-PEO) block copolymer. We were able to demonstrate the coordinated assembly of such a complex
hierarchical nanostructure. The key to success was the choice of solvent systems and protein functionali-
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zation that achieved suﬃcient compatibility whilst still promoting assembly. Unambiguous characteris-
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ation of these structures is diﬃcult; however AFM and TEM measurements conﬁrmed that the protein was
sequestered into the PEO blocks. The use of a protein that assembles into stackable doughnuts oﬀers the
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possibility of assembling nanoscale optical, magnetic and electronic structures.

Introduction
Engineering of arrays at the nanometer scale has revolutionized the semiconductor industry for computing and energy
applications.1,2 Block copolymer self-assembly and other
bottom up surface patterning techniques are areas being
explored to produce smaller features,3 more densely packed,
over a larger area4,5 and at low cost. Ordered block copolymer
films have been used for pattern transfer through etching or
evaporation5 and have also been explored as a template for
directed nanoparticle assembly6 and for biomolecule patterning on top of7,8 or within.6,7,9–14 Peptides or proteins have
also been used as one block of block copolymers and
shown to self-assemble into ordered structures.15–19 Biomolecules are generally believed to be good candidates for
a
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nanotechnology due to their versatility, small size and
precise control over self-assembly. In the context of block copolymers, incorporation of biomolecules heralds a new domain
of novel functional materials. DNA origami pioneered the field
of using the inherent recognition and folding of biomolecules
as building blocks in complex assemblies.20–22 Proteins exist
with an enormous structural and chemical versatility and lend
themselves better to be functionalized with diﬀerent moieties
than DNA.23 The ability to rationally engineer proteins enables
the use of proteins as carefully designed nanometer sized
building blocks.24 The main challenge facing the field of
protein nanotechnology is the ability to control protein–
protein interactions to build up higher order structures, and in
particular to order these structures. Previous work on creating
protein assemblies has been largely centered around amyloid
fibers25–29 but has recently also involved native protein
structures30–32 with ring shaped proteins emerging as a commonly used self-assembling feature.33–37 Recent work has
established methods to post functionalize assembled structures,38,39 an important step towards applications based on
protein nanostructures.
There is intense interest in “one-dimensional nanostructures”. Controlled patterning and alignment of nanostructures is critical for both the study of the properties of
such structures and the incorporation into devices. By using
block copolymers to template proteins, we aim to develop
methods for the creation of spatially well-defined patterns of
protein structures, with scope for post functionalization
leading to structures of a size range not otherwise accessible

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
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Scheme 1 Illustration of the sample preparation process. Lsmα (top
left) is mixed with PS-b-PEO (top right) and spin coated into thin ﬁlms
with the protein sequestered into the PEO domains.

through block copolymers alone. We seek here to harness the
unique features of a protein, Lsmα from Methanobacterium
thermoautotrophicum, which was selected for its thermostability and ability to self-assemble into a heptameric ring.40,41 Proteins like Lsmα and peroxiredoxin36 self-assemble into robust
doughnuts whose pore size can be tuned specifically to encapsulate metal complexes or nanoparticles37 and then assemble
further into tunnels to create magnetic, electrical or optical
nanorods. Accordingly, we have explored the possibility of
using self-assembled block copolymers as scaﬀolds to create
regular arrays of such doughnut tunnels. Poly(styrene-blockethylene oxide) (PS-b-PEO, Mn × 103 18.0-b-7.5) is used in this
study and forms solvent-induced ordered films of hexagonally
packed vertical cylinders of PEO, into which we aim to assemble the protein (Scheme 1). This polymer has not only been
shown to be very robust in forming the desired phase,42 but
has also been used previously for co-assembly with both peptides11 and protein–polymer conjugates such as ferritin9 and
myoglobin.11 For the protein used in this study unambiguous
characterisation of these structures is diﬃcult; however in this
work we provide extensive AFM and TEM imaging which
confirm the successful incorporation of the protein into the
PEO blocks and thus constitute a highly ordered and functionalisable matrix with potential downstream applications in
advanced materials.

Results and discussion
To form hexagonally ordered domains of PEO in PS matrix
with an orientation normal to the surface, a neutral solvent is

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
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required. After spin coating of the polymer into thin films,
annealing (solvent vapor43,44 or elevated temperature45) is
needed to achieve ordered structures. A significant body of
work on suitable solvents for PS-b-PEO42,43,46–49 exists and
benzene,42–44 toluene,46,48 dimethylformamide9 and tetrahydrofuran47 have all been successfully used to produce thin
films of PS-b-PEO in the hexagonal cylindrical phase. Solvent
annealing has proved very successful for the creation of long
range ordered films of PS-b-PEO, where the water content in
the solvent vapor (toluene or benzene), plays a critical role for
the phase formed.43,50–52 We used benzene as the base solvent
for this study, as we found superior ordering of the films
under conditions used to co-solubilize the protein and the
polymer. The mixed solvent system, however, did result in
some sensitivity to substrate surface chemistry, with gold producing well-ordered films of PS-b-PEO, but with the more
hydrophilic glass or silicon wafer generating samples with
defects (data not shown).
In order to solubilize the Lsmα protein in the spincoating
polymer mixture, the protein was PEGylated. The PEG-chains
serve to provide a hydrophilic shell around the protein, which
captures water and protects the protein in the benzene spincoating mixture (for details see ESI Fig. S1†). The PEGylated
protein was subsequently dialysed to water and freeze-dried
before co-dissolving with the block copolymer. In order to
protect the protein from denaturation, we followed the work by
Presley et al.,11 who demonstrated the success of a mixed
solvent system incorporating water, methanol and benzene.
Using a similar protocol, a small amount of methanol/water
mix was first added to the dry protein, followed by more
methanol and finally the PS-b-PEO (1% in benzene), resulting
in a completely clear solution (solvent composition 71.7%
benzene, 26.9% methanol and 1.4% water, denoted control
solvent). The final protein concentration in the solution was
≈0.5 mg ml−1, which corresponds to a much higher protein
concentration (>100 mg ml−1) inside the PEO domains after
the film is prepared. Importantly, the PEGylated protein was
very robust in this mixed solvent, even in the absence of protection from the amphiphilic block copolymer, as evident by
TEM of structurally intact protein rings deposited on a grid
from the mixed solvent (Fig. 1). Fig. 1 clearly also illustrates a
propensity for the protein to aggregate into higher order structures under these conditions. Stacks, chains and disordered
aggregates were observed, all with structurally intact rings.
This is likely to be an eﬀect of the solvent and the location of
the PEG chains (lysine residues, to which the PEG chains are
attached, are not present at the subunit or protein/protein
interfaces) along with the natural propensity for Lsmα to
stack.40
The polymer was spin coated into thin films on gold coated
substrates with a thickness of 25 nm (measured by ellipsometry, data not shown) and annealed in water and benzene
vapor to create vertically aligned hexagonally packed cylinders.
The initial annealing with only water present served to ensure
swelling of the PEO domains with water vapor to protect the
protein. The same solvent mix and annealing conditions were
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Fig. 1 TEM of LsmαPEG dissolved in control solvent and deposited on
carbon coated grid and stained by uranyl acetate.

Fig. 2 AFM height images of PS-b-PEO without (A) and with (B) protein
(LsmαPEG), with corresponding line-scans (below) and power spectra
(inserts). The ﬁlms were prepared on gold by spincoating using identical
conditions. The inserts represent the central portion (0.2 μm−1 wide) of
the power spectrum (calculated 2D fast fourier transform) – which
conﬁrms the hexagonal lattice.

used for samples with and without protein. AFM confirm
ordered films in both these cases, with an overall increase
in PEO domain spacing when the protein was incorporated in
the film (Fig. 2a and b). A further control using free
PEG (2 kDa), instead of LsmαPEG, confirmed that this
eﬀect was due to the protein rather than mainly being an
eﬀect of the protein PEGylation, with a smaller increase in
domain spacing seen for the PEG control (ESI Fig. S2†). The
inserts in Fig. 2 show the central portion of the power spectrum of each image and demonstrate the presence of a characteristic spacing, and hexagonal packing. The films were
uniform over a reasonably long range; a 2 μm scan can be seen
in Fig. S3.†
The AFM height images consistently portray the PEO
domains as depressions of about 1 nm in the surrounding PS
matrix (larger for the PEG control Fig. S2†). This has previously
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been interpreted as being due to crystallization of the
PEO after being annealed in a swollen state, due to the low
glass transition temperature of PEO (−17 °C),53 while
others have interpreted the phase contrast, which revealed
that the PEO was softer than the PS, as evidence against
PEO crystallization.42 In our case, we see both depressions
and a phase signal indicating that the cylindrical
domains were the softer domains (Fig. 2 and 3b), which we
interpret as an eﬀect of dehydration rather than crystallization
of the PEO domains which were swollen during the solvent
annealing.
The phase signal in tapping mode AFM contains information regarding the mechanical properties of the material,
if imaging occurs in the repulsive mode, where higher
phase values relate to more dissipated energy – i.e. a softer
material. Importantly, a phase shift occurs as imaging moves
from the attractive mode (light tapping) into the repulsive
mode (moderate to hard tapping) as seen in Fig. 3a and b.
Fig. 3b was acquired in air in the repulsive mode and clearly
show that the cylindrical domains were dissipating more
energy than the surrounding polystyrene, indicating that they
were softer, confirming that this was in fact the PEO53 as
expected.
To shed more light on the properties of the polystyrene and
poly(ethylene oxide) domains the samples were also imaged by
AFM in aqueous solution. The images acquired in liquid
( phosphate buﬀered saline) showed initially well-ordered films
that suﬀered from local delamination and bubbling within
tens of minutes (Fig. 3c and d PS-b-PEO after 60 min liquid
exposure). This can be attributed to water penetrating
films through either defects or through the water soluble
PEO domains. Phase imaging confirmed the delamination of
an ordered film, rather than disordering of the film, by recording the hexagonal phase across these larger bubbles. The
bubbles were commonly seen to originate from defects, but
also occurred in seemingly defect-free areas. For the protein
containing sample, images were recorded as soon as possible
after the addition of the liquid (11 min, Fig. 3f ), and subsequently every 5 minutes until 100 min. It is clear from the
images in Fig. 3g and h that the initially observed hexagonal
structure is obscured by protein leaching out from the
film over time. The corresponding phase images show the
protein aggregates more clearly than the height images, due to
the significant increase in the phase signal (which therefore
appears brighter) of the protein, most likely due to the protein
being softer than the polymer surface. The entire timesequence is available in Fig. S6–8.† This provides critical information regarding the presence of the protein in the water
soluble PEO domains of the film, and regarding the rate of
leaching. The protein appeared to leach out of the film
quickly, with little change observed after the initial half an
hour, although the challenges in imaging protein on soft
polymer films make it diﬃcult to directly measure the rate of
the leaching.
X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) was performed of
thin films with or without protein. The chemical composition,

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
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Fig. 3 Comparison of PS-b-PEO (A–D) and PS-b-PEOLsmαPEG (E–H) ﬁlms by AFM in air (A, B, E) and in buﬀer (C, D, F–H). The time the sample has
been in contact with the buﬀer is indicated for each set of images. Topography (left) and phase (right) images are presented in each case. Scans are
0.3 μm wide in A–C and 1 μm wide in E, F–H and 3 μm wide in D.

and the components assigned to the carbon 1s spectra is
presented in the ESI (Tables S1 and S2 and Fig. S4†). No
nitrogen was detected from the protein containing film,
which shows that the protein is not exposed to the surface of
the film but buried within the PEO domains (as expected),
while nitrogen was detected after leaching of the protein.
Protein in the film could also not be detected via FTIR or
Raman spectroscopy (data not shown). Thus, we rely on
imaging to show the presence and location of the protein in
the film.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015

In a separate experiment, films were exposed to a water
droplet on top of the film for several hours after which the
drop on the sample was allowed to evaporate before imaging
by AFM in air. The dried PS-b-PEO film remained ordered and
the delaminated bubbles disappeared as a result of solvent
evaporation (Fig. 4a and c – zoom). In the case of the protein
containing sample, clear evidence of protein having leached
out of the film was seen (Fig. 4b and d – zoom) with protein
deposits mainly on top of the polystyrene as expected (due to
the protein repelling properties of PEO surfaces54), see also
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Fig. 4 AFM height images taken in air of PS-b-PEO (A, C – zoom) and
PS-b-PEOLsmαPEG (B, D – zoom) after leaving the ﬁlms with water
drop on top followed by evaporation of the drop. Protein is clearly seen
having leached out in B and D.

PS-b-PEO with protein deposited on top of the film as a comparison in Fig. S9,† where protein can also clearly be seen on
top of the film. This comparison clearly shows that the
protein did not segregate out to the top of the film during the
normal co-assembly conditions (Fig. 2b). It also shows that
the protein in fact adsorbed preferentially to the PS domains
as expected due to the protein repellent nature of the
PEO.54–57
The expansion of the PEO domains due to protein incorporation and the leaching of the protein during water exposure
of the film together confirm the successful incorporation of
the protein into the PEO domains. However, as the protein
was inside the PEO domains, it could not be directly imaged
by AFM before leaching. TEM provides alternative information as it probes through the entire film. Reasonably
ordered films could be achieved by simply dip coating TEM
grids in the polymer or polymer/protein solutions. The grids
were annealed as thin films and stained by RuO4 vapor.
Fig. S10† shows films prepared by dip coating with and
without the protein. The ordering in the material was inferior
to that of thin films on gold imaged by AFM, but interestingly
the ring shaped protein is visible in the PEO domains of the
protein containing sample. The RuO4 stains the PEO at a
higher rate than the PS domains, and also importantly serves
to fix the film and make it less susceptible to beam
damage.58
As we wanted to avoid exposing the protein to strong acid
and also we were not able to deposit the films on silicon
wafers (due to surface chemistry incompatibility with the
mixed solvent) to enable film lift-oﬀ via HF, we spin coated
the material onto carbon coated mica. Carbon coated mica
proved a good match of surface chemistry and enabled rapid
lift-oﬀ in water after solvent annealing.59 Fig. 5 shows the
improved ordering achieved using this method and images of
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Fig. 5 TEM images of ﬁlms spun onto carbon coated mica, lifted to Cu
grid and stained with RuO4 vapour. A–F represent images of protein
containing ﬁlm, while images E–H are of PS-b-PEO without protein. A,
C,E and G (left column) are aquired at signiﬁcant overfocus (approximately 10 μm), while images B,D,F and H are aquired close to true focus
or at slight underfocus (up to 2 μm).

RuO4 stained films acquired at diﬀerent relative focus reiterate
the increase in spacing and PEO size. Furthermore, TEM
clearly revealed larger size and shape distribution of the PEO
domains when the protein was incorporated, along with evidence of matter inside the PEO domains that stained more
similar to the PS than the PEO. This is interpreted as protein,
but the contrast in the images is limited, especially close to

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
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true focus. In fact, the domain spacing was easiest to see
when imaging with severe over focus, which may lead to artefacts. Image artefacts were also seen to arise from extended
exposure to the electron beam and granularity from the staining and the underlying carbon film further limit the image
clarity. Fig. 5 presents images at diﬀerent magnifications and
in either over focus or close to focus for each magnification of
both PS-b-PEOLsmαPEG and PS-b-PEO. To guide the eye,
yellow dots have been overlaid to indicate the hexagonal
pattern. By manually measuring PEO center to center
distances in images, an approximate spacing of 25.7 ± 0.3 nm
without protein and 39.9 ± 1.3 nm with the protein was
calculated quantifying the apparent increase in PEO spacing
to 14 nm, which is in good agreement with the incorporation of LsmαPEG (7 nm in diameter + contribution from
PEGylation).
As the images in Fig. 5 were captured in a focus series,
beam damage may be present. Fig. 6 features images acquired
according to a low-dose regime of grids tilted 40°. The expansion of the PEO domains can clearly be seen in the protein
containing sample, and the irregular shapes of the protein
filled PEO domains is emphasized in the tilted image. Deposits of ring-shaped, structurally intact, LsmαPEG can clearly be
seen inside the PEO domains in Fig. 6. The protein assemblies
are present in various shapes, with some elongated protein
stacks evident. The protein is not as clearly resolved as when
imaged separately on a grid (compare to Fig. 6d, for LsmαPEG
deposited from solvent and displayed on the same scale as the

Fig. 6 Low dose TEM images at 40° tilt of PS-b-PEOLsmαPEG (A–B)
and PS-b-PEO (C) prepared on carbon coated mica and lifted to TEM
grid before staining with RuO4, and enlarged areas (all 50 nm wide) of
protein containing ﬁlm (red) and PS-b-PEO (green) as well as LsmαPEG
(D) deposited on carbon coated grid from solvent (benzene, methanol,
water as used for polymer samples) and stained with uranyl acetate and
imaged without tilt.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
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other zoomed-in images), but the size and shape is in good
agreement.
In order to further study the morphology of the samples,
high-angle annular dark-field scanning transmission electron
microscopy (HAADF-STEM) was employed. In STEM, the beam
of electrons is focused into a narrow spot, which is rastered
across the sample. Incoherent elastic scattered electrons are
detected to form the HAADF-STEM images, which means that
the HAADF-STEM images are atomic number contrast images
with a contrast inverted compared to TEM bright field images.
A direct consequence of this is also that staining of samples is
less vital in S-TEM. For the PS-b-PEO films imaged here
though, the unstained films remained too unstable under the
beam, even though the contrast of the unstained films was
excellent in S-TEM. Fig. 7 shows S-TEM images of PS-b-PEOLsmαPEG (a) and the control PS-b-PEO (b) and the central
portion of their corresponding power spectrum.
As it can be seen in Fig. 7, HAADF-STEM very clearly images
individual PEO domains. The size and shape of these domains
was seen to change upon the inclusion of protein. In many of
the PEO domains, evidence of protein is seen. Some PEO
domains in the protein-containing sample clearly remain of
similar size and shape as the sample without protein, which
indicates that those did not incorporate protein. The darker
spots inside the PEO domains were manually measured to
9 ± 2 nm (as compared to the 7 nm diameter of Lsmα prior to
PEGylation). Distance determination from the power spectrum
measured an average center-to-center distance of 22.3 ± 0.8 nm
for the control (Fig. 7b) and 35.5 ± 2.2 nm for the protein
containing film (Fig. 7a).
Previous studies have shown a mixed eﬀect on the domain
size after incorporation of material in the films, with a
decrease in PEO domain size upon inclusion of peptides or
myoglobin-PEG into PS-b-PEO11 but a significant increase
(10 nm) upon incorporation of ferritin–polymer conjugates.9
The incorporation of cylindrical peptide nanotubes (1 nm in
diameter) in PS-b-PMMA was found to increase the lateral
spacing by 3 nm. It is not surprising that the incorporation
of a larger entity, such as a heptameric protein in our case
(diameter 7 nm) yields a larger increase of spacing.
We have established protocols and explored characterization methods for these protein/polymer composite samples
utilizing a unique stackable protein ring. The work here builds
on previous studies using model protein such as ferritin9
(which was nicely demonstrated to reside in the PEO domains)
and myoglobin11 (which has a strong UV-spectrum and enzymatic activity to employ for characterization). Future fine
tuning of the assembly of the higher order Lsmα stacks within
the PEO nanocontainers, along with the prospect of functionalizing the protein structures with for example noble metal
particles opens up the possibility of exciting applications as
functional electronic or optical materials. Furthermore, the
studied leaching of the PEO incorporated protein is of relevance for drug delivery applications, where the release rate is
expected to be tunable through crosslinking or additional
overlayers.
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Protein PEGylation
Purified Lsmα was incubated with equimolar ratio of 2 kDa
PEG (Sunbright® ME-020CS) to lysine and stirred at room
temperature for 10 minutes. The reaction was quenched by
lowering the pH to 5. LsmαPEG was separated from the
mixture by size exclusion chromatography on a Superdex 200
10/300 GL column (Life Technologies) pre-equilibrated with
PBS pH 7.3.
Sample preparation
Silicon wafers (100, P-type B-doped, institute of electronic
materials technology) were cleaned by pirahna (3 : 7
H2O2 : H2SO4, warning piranha is very corrosive – take extreme
care) overnight followed by extensive rinsing in ultra-pure
water, drying by N2 and further cleaning by reactive oxygen
plasma (50% pore opening, 50 W, 5 min). Silicon wafers were
either used directly for film deposition or after sputter coating
(Kurt J Lesker DC/RF sputter coater) of gold (200 W, 3.1 mTorr
Ar, 3 min) with a titanium adhesion layer (140 W, 5.4 mTorr
Ar, 5 min). Gold coated samples were further pirahna cleaned
before use. Carbon coated mica was prepared by subjecting
freshly cleaved mica to carbon deposition using an Edwards
Auto 306 carbon evaporator as published previously.59
Thin film deposition

Fig. 7 HAADF-STEM images of PS-b-PEOLsmαPEG (A) and PS-b-PEO
(B) stained by RuO4. The insets show a cropped area of the power spectrum of each image (calculated 2D fast fourier transform) – used to
determine the PEO center-to-center spacing.

Poly(styrene-b-ethylene oxide) (Mn × 103 S-b-EO 18.0-b-7.5)
from Polymer Source Inc., Canada, was dissolved in benzene
(AR) at a concentration of 1%. Thin films were prepared by
spin coating (Laurell technologies corporation, US, spin speed
1000–5000 rpm, 3 min). Anisole, toluene and dichloromethane
were also explored as spin coating solvents. For protein containing films 0.04 mg PEGylated Lsmα was dissolved in 6 μl
methanol/water mix (80% methanol, 20% water), followed by
the addition of 16 μl methanol and finally 54 μl 1% PS-b-PEO
in benzene (final solvent has a composition of 71.7% benzene,
26.9% methanol and 1.4% water). Corresponding control
samples without protein was made up using the same solvent
composition. The resulting clear solution was spin coated as
above. The films were solvent annealed by leaving samples in a
closed chamber with water on the bottom for 1.5 h, after
which an equal volume of benzene was added and samples left
to anneal for a further 6 hours at room temperature. The distance between samples and solvent was 5 cm and the total
chamber volume was 450 cm3.
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

Experimental
Expression and purification of Lsmα
The Lsmα gene from Methanobacterium thermoautotrophicum
was synthesized (Epoch Life Science, Texas) and obtained as
expression ready inserts cloned in the pGEX-4T-2 vector. The
plasmids were transformed into Escherichia coli BL21 cells
(Life Technologies) for protein expression and purified using
standard methods.60
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(XPS) data were collected on a Kratos Axis UltraDLD equipped
with a hemispherical electron energy analyzer. Spectra were
excited using monochromatic Al Kα X-rays (1486.69 eV) with
the X-ray source operating at 150 W. Survey scans were
collected with a 160 eV pass energy, while core level scans were
collected with a pass energy of 20 eV. The analysis chamber
was at pressures in the 10−9 Torr range throughout the data
collection. Data analysis was performed using CasaXPS software. Shirley backgrounds were used in the peak fitting.
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Quantification of survey scans utilized relative sensitivity
factors supplied with the instrument. Core level data were
fitted using Gaussian–Lorentzian peaks (30% Lorentzian).
Values of elemental composition presented represent the
average ± standard deviation (sd) of 3 scans in diﬀerent
spots on the same film, while the values presented for
the protein powder were acquired in one spot only.
Core level data of O, N and C were recorded in one spot per
sample.

Paper

and TEM to show an expansion of the PEO packing parameter
upon the inclusion of the protein. AFM was also used to image
protein leaching out of the PEO domains when the films were
exposed to aqueous solutions, and TEM was able to clearly
image protein deposits inside the PEO domains, forming
higher order structures of various shapes. Future functionalization of protein stacks organized at a surface by block copolymer self-assembly opens up the exciting possibility of
applications as functional electronic or optical materials.

Imaging
Atomic Force Microscopy (Digital Instruments, Nanoscope
IIIa) in air, using tapping mode with NSG 01 probes (resonance frequency ≈150 kHz) from NT-MDT (Russia) was used to
image the films after solvent annealing. AFM in liquid was performed on an Asylum Research MFP-3D system (Santa
Barbara, CA, USA) using DNP-S-10 probes (Bruker, US, cantilever C, force constant 0.24 N m−1) for tapping in liquid or Tap
300-G probes (budget sensors, Bulgaria), force constant
40 N m−1, for initial images in air. Transmission Electron
Microscopy (TEM) was used to view protein directly deposited
on grids as well as polymer films with or without protein.
Polymer films were deposited on grids either by dipcoating or
by floating films spun coated on carbon coated mica onto the
surface of water, from where the films were picked up with the
TEM grids.59 Films were stained with RuO4 vapour (0.5% RuO4
in water from Electron Microscopy Sciences, US) or uranyl
acetate (Sigma). TEM imaging was performed on an FEI Tecnai
12 electron microscope operated at 120 kV. Digital electron
micrographs were recorded on a Gatan UltraScan 1000 CCD
camera. STEM was performed on an FEI Tecnai F20 electron
microscope operated at 200 kV and equipped with a high
angle annular dark field detector. Center-to-center distances
were calculated from bright field TEM imaged by manually
measuring distances in images using photoshop. The values
presented in the results section represent the average (±sd) of
the average distance determined for a number of images
(7 images protein containing, 4 images for the control), where
the distance for each image was determined from
20–40 measurements. Corresponding distances for HAADFSTEM images were determined by measurements in the power
spectrum (Image J calculated 2D Fast Fourier Transform). The
position of the first order peak (closest to the center) was
determined in Image J in all directions of the hexagonal
lattice (6 measurements per image). The data presented in the
paper represent the average ± sd of 12 measurements for the
control (2 images, 6 positions in each) and 36 measurements
for the protein containing sample (6 images, 6 positions in
each).

Conclusions
We have used the self-assembly of PS-b-PEO to sequester stackable protein rings to the hexagonally packed PEO domains.
This creates ordered thin films which were imaged by AFM
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